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History
Mikaz design institute was founded in 1989.
Since that time, it operates on the market of designing civil and industrial buildings
and constructions services throughout 22 years.
Since its foundation the company has fulfilled a large number of various housing
facilities of industrial purposes in the local market, including those having no analogues
in the republic.
Since 2004, mikaz di actively operates in the external market of export contracts in
kazakhstan and russian federation.
In different facilities mikaz di cooperated with foreign companies in usa, great britain,
france, canada, and south korea.
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From idea to construction
Well-established quality control system, availability of all specialists in staff, full
equipping with modern technoligy and software, and well coordinated work (architectural,
design, engineering, analytical, accounting and etc.) Of departments allows in the
shortest time making the best technical decisions and satisfy the declared level.
Mikaz design institute is constantly improving and dynamic company, which
considers modern trends in the construction industry and extends geography of its
facilities.

Our credo:
- high design quality
- minimum performance time
- choice of optimal design solutions
- saving of the customer’s money
- record of local resources
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Our Benefits
Our organization has 22-year experience
in construction in seismic areas, with
seismicity of 8.9 points and more, and in
areas with difficult soil conditions.
Main trend of the recent years is the design
of monolithic buildings using jointless
ossatures without girders and joints.
Due to multivariate approach to the
choice of design diagrams, as well as used
design methods of basic bearing elements, it
is reached the most economical specific
indicators of concrete and reinforcement flow
that directly reduces construction cost.
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Services, opportunities, resources
Specialists with broad experience in designing
Extensive experience of engineering in seismic areas
Equipping with all necessary technical means
and modern software
Streamlined quality control system
Implementation of all stages of works during designing

Adaptation and consulting
Preliminary design
Development of working documentation
Working with expertise
Author's supervision and engineering
support of objects under construction
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Activities for SRC
Certificate of self-regulating company no. GP-087-206223432-02 on access to works,
which affect the security of facilities of capital construction. SRC is issued by “Gildiya
proektirovshikov” NGO, in Moscow on 15 december 2010 for an indefinite term.
•Preparation of planning arrangement scheme for land plot
•Preparation of architectural solutions
•Preparation of construction solutions
•Preparation of information on domestic engineering equipment, intranets of engineering,
on list of engineering and technical activities
•Preparation of information on external networks of engineering, list of engineering and
technical activities
•Preparation of technological solutions
•Preparation of activity projects for environment protection
•Preparation of activity projects for fire safety
•Preparation of activity projects on provision of access for low mobile groups of population
•Survey of building structures, installations and buildings (preliminary visual survey)
•Arrangement of preparation of project documentation (function of general designer)
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Cooperation
Our institute is pleased to offer you services in building and construction design both of industrial and civil use.
our team will help bring to life not only common, but also the most ambitious projects.
The main activity in the recent years is the design of multifunctional complexes using monolithic jointless
ossatures without girders and joints which provides free planning of internal space of buildings.
We design elite housing with high luxury, with
complete infrastructure of essential services and
entertainments based on the latest advanced
technology in design and construction, as well as
more cost-effective, optimized for area, but not
less comfortable, with maximum preservation of
existing infrastructure.
Years of experience, the availability of qualified
professionals, cooperation at different sites with
large foreign companies, the mobility of solving
emerging issues and the ability to quickly
rearrange with account of current trends in the
construction make mikaz di reliable and serious
partner.
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Recent projects

“Zhemchuzhina vostoka” residential complex Tashkent
Project of residential complex for 1004 apartments
with underground parking areas, fitness center
and trade center.
Planned residential complex is located in the central
district of Tashkent city.
Space-planning composition of the complex is
represented by multiple-elevation houses with a wide
choice of apartments of different types.
The architectural appearance of the complex is
resolved in a single modernized oriental style.
Recreation areas deserve special attention: pedestrian
boulevards with rich landscaping, entertainment
center, playgrounds, walking paths, pounds and
foutains.
The idea of the residential complex is solved as a selfcontained body with developed infrastructure, which
has everything you need for accommodation.
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Calypso 1 Lyublinsky microdistrict
Scherbinka, Moscow region
Residential complex for 334 apartments with
underground parking areas, and offices.
The development of the district was solved as
continuation of Moscow city.
Microdistrict is divided into two main sections,
between which there is a boulevard with a
pedestrian mall.
Residential houses of 12-16 floors, being situated
on the perimeter of the sections, create an
internal space for yards, where are located
kindergartens, schools, sport areas, and guest
parking.
The project includes one-, two- and three-room
apartments.
Design of apartments is built on the principle of
functional zoning with the possibility of "flexible"
layout both of intra space and interapartment
transformation within the floor and the building in
general.
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Residential complex. Samara city

Residential complex for 462 apartments
with underground parking areas and trading
center
Territory of the complex is located in an
ecologically favorable place, in the forestry.
Despite the complex configuration and relief,
six-storey residential houses are located in a
maximum good way, creating courtyards with
playgrounds and lawns for recreation.
Apartments are with spacious layout.
Panoramic stained glass with energy-saving
double-glazed windows, opened upper terraces
have excellent overview.
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Administrative and trading complex Tomsk city
Is a “dot” site building in historic part of the city.
The main architectural challenge in designing of this object is preservation of style and atmosphere of old
town of the province, to blend well with the surrounding site buildings, providing a single ensemble of
waterfront.
Internal equipment of the building provided for office and administrative rooms and the trading center
located on the lower floor meets all modern requirements.
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“Ak-bota” residential complex Almaty city
Residential complex for 240 apartments
with underground parking areas and
fitness center.
“Ak-Bota” Residential Complex fully meets
all criteria of elite housing.
Spacious two-, three-, four-room
apartments of raw space with high ceilings,
large hallways and living rooms, large
kitchens - dining rooms.
The heating system with thermostats allows
maintaining the temperature in the
apartment according to one’s wish.
Ak-Bota is the embodiment of all the latest
achievements in construction.
Underground parking and guest parking
areas are protected day-and-night, as well
as the entire fenced area of the complex,
with video surveillance of the external and
internal perimeters.
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“Baisal” residential complex Almaty city
Residential complex for 258
apartments with underground parking
areas and fitness center.
Residential houses are well placed
among the trees, as during the creation
of the project it had been saved all the
perennials that are perfectly blended with
redevelopment of residential complex.
Spacious, bright open-plan apartments
with high ceilings allow changing rooms’
area, if desired.
Underground parking and guest parking
areas eliminate the problems with the
placement of cars.
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“Dolina roz” residential complex Almaty city
Residential complex for 314 apartments with underground parking areas and fitness center.
“Dolina Roz” Residential Complex is located in Almarasansky gorge, in recreational area.
Trademark of this complex is a magnificent rose garden, which is the basis of site improvement.
In this residential complex are represented four-storey houses with two-, three-, four-room apartments and
penthouses.
In planning design of apartments, ranging from 94 to 184 square meters, it is laid the principle of maximum
disclosure and integration of space that allows changing the layout of rooms to suit individual desires.
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“Nauryz” residential complex Almaty city
Residential complex for 218 apartments with
underground parking areas and fitness
center.
Project of the complex is made by the principle of
quarter building with yard space, where are
playgrounds and comprehensive landscaping.
The residential complex includes: the maximum
number of stories in residential buildings - six
floors; apartments with high ceilings 3.3 meters
and spacious common areas; 200% provision
with parking areas in the basements of houses.
All apartments have two-way orientation.
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“Zolotoy kvadrat” residential complex Almaty city

Project of residential building for 3842
apartments with underground parking areas,
school, sports and fitness complex, and trade
center.
This large residential complex, located in a
suburban area, is a mini-city in its kind.
Its rich infrastructure offers all possibilities for
living, learning, sport and recreation.
Architectural design of the facade is executed in
classical style, with mansard roofs, where is
situated the second level of penthouses.
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“Shakhristan” residential complex Almaty city
Project of residential complex for 2352
apartments with underground parking
areas, school, kindergarten, trading center,
and administrative building.
In this complex there is a set of elements of
oriental style: glass domes, extended eaves, a
lot of curved arches, light lace of openwork
panels of which the facades of buildings are
made.
Different height of buildings, from 13 to 18
floors, allows creating an original wavy line of
their location.
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“Gorodskoy Romans” Residential Complex Astana city
The basic concept is to represent different countries of the world, both in architectural principles,
and in landscaping design, in 14 quarters of a large complex.
Italian and Japanese quarters in residential complex for 8050 apartments with underground parking areas,
school, kindergartens, trade complex, and administrative center
Italian quarter is represented by 6-8-storey houses with penthouses in the end blocks.
Two-, three-, four-room apartments are spacious with open plan.
The facades are painted in pale colors, smooth "flowing" from one to another.
Summer houses, fountains, stone benches, paved streets, flower beds, lawns and small balconies decorated
with hanging flowering plants is the image of this quarter.
The Japanese quarter is represented by 4-7- storey buildings.
Two-, three-, four-room apartments are with open plan.
Bright facades of buildings are crowned with turrets with small spires and curved roofs, giving the fragility and
elegance. In landscape there are small artificial ponds, arched bridges, and abundance of fruit trees.
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“Riviera” residential complex Atyrau city
Residential complex for 890 apartments and
12 cottages with underground parking areas,
fitness canter, trade center, and yacht club.
On the right bank of Ural River, for oil capital, it is
built a new residential complex Riviera.
The unique ladder of 7,8,9-storey buildings
having a large choice of apartments ranges from
two to six rooms.
The advantage of the first floors is a separate exit
to the terrace, as of the upper floors is a multilevel layout and the presence of the beautiful
winter gardens.
For those who love living in their own homes
there are individual cottages, consisting of two or
three floors.
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“Tri monastyrya” multi-functional complex
Ust-kamenogorsk city
Multi-functional residential complex on the waterfront of Irtysh River
The complex is located at the main entrance to Ust-Kamenogorsk.
In the rich infrastructure of the buildings it is proposed to place: a hotel, offices, entertainment center with
game and trade rooms, elite housing with penthouses on the upper floors, sports and fitness complex,
parking in the basement of the buildings.
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Calypso 2 Lyublinsky microdistrict
Scherbinka, Moscow region
Project of split-level multi-storey residential building with rent and office space
Multi-storey 194 apartment residential house of "L"-shaped form of cascade type.
The height of the building blocks 7, 11 and 15 floors.
Residential house is designed with one-, two- and three-room apartments.
On the ground floor are located rental spaces and isolated entrances to the residential house with a room of
concierge.
In the basement it is provided parking for cars.
Areas of open car parking, area of playgrounds, recreation, sports and business venues are also planned in the
territory of the object.
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Ivanteevka Town, Moscow region
Project of multi-storey residential building with built-in
and attached trade spaces
Twenty-two storey, two-section residential building has
shape like a building in terms of expanded angle of 135º.
In the basement of the building there is a built-in store.
The entrances to the house and concierge facilities are
isolated from the store.
418 apartments, most of which are one-room, as well as
two-and three-room apartments are planned in the
building.
On the northern border of section there is forestry area.
As a part of the yard there are zones for playgrounds and
recreation, sports and business fields, as well as lawns
with flowers and green fence.
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CONTACTS
Address:

29, Askiya st., Yakkasarai region,
Tashkent, 100100, Uzbekistan

Phone:

8-10-998-71-253-62-78

Fax:

8-10-998-71-280-52-26

e-mail

info@mikaz.ru mikaz@mail.ru

Web-site

www.mikaz.ru

General Director

Larisa Mileikovskaya

Deputy General Director

Evgeniy Ziuzin

Executive Director

Konstantin Ziuzin

